Reefs:

The reef system of ‘!hihiK$na‘u is one of the healthiest reef systems in the Maui
county area. Because of
protection from any kind of
take from the Reserve since
1973, and increased monitoring and enforcement in
the last 5 years, there are fish, limpets and other organisms
here rarely seen outside the Reserve’s boundary waters, or
seen in such abundance. The endangered Hawaiian Monk
Seal, one of Hawai‘i’s two native mammals and state
mammal, and cetaceans are sometimes seen here. A study
conducted by the Division of Aquatic Resources in 2007 indicated that, out of Maui’s reef systems, only the reefs within
the Reserve’s boundary were not in some stage of decline.
In many ways, the Reserve’s reef system is like a window in
time. Pressure on the reef increases every day with use, so
please:
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For More Information:
Division of Forestry and Wildlife, NAR
54 South High Street, Rm. 101 Wailuku, HI 96793
phone: (808) 984-8100 fax: (808) 984-8111
web: ahihikinauinfo@hawaii.gov

A Reserve Not A Park
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Many visitor publications contain outdated information.
Please contact our offices or seek out an on-site Ranger if you
have any questions about access or permitted activities.

Natural Area Reserve
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•Adjust ocean recreation gear before you get in the water to
reduce panic and damage to yourself, the resource or both.
•If you must stand, stand on sand.
•Never touch or feed anything in the ocean.
•Apply sunblock—now proven to sicken coral—at least 30
minutes before entering the water. If possible, substitute a
rash guard or other covering. Sunblock will wash off.
•Be aware that leaving anything in or removing anything
from the Reserve is an offense that may gain you a citation
and possible fees and/or jail time. Objects you can not remove include, fish, live or dead coral, rocks, aquatic or land
plants, etc. Mahalo for your kokua.
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M#lama ‘!hihi-K$na‘u
The ‘!hihi-K$na‘u Natural Area Reserve (NAR), located
south of M#kena on the island of Maui, was the very first
created in the NAR System in 1973. The Reserve is meant
to protect 1) marine coastal reefs; 2) anchialine ponds and
3) the only intact recent lava flow from source to sea on
state land. Hot, dry, and sparsely vegetated, the Reserve is
unique in that it contains possibly the most recent ‘a‘# lava
flow on Maui, on the dry south flank of Haleakal#. Unlike
most NARs, ‘!hihi-K$na’u also includes a marine component. Hawai’i has one of the highest rates of endemism
in the world and the surrounding reef systems at ‘!hihiK$na’u shelter a complex assemblage of organisms. Fragile
and imperiled anchialine pools, housing a high diversity of
rare Hawaiian shrimps,
are protected within this
Reserve and are off-limits
for their own protection.
Coastal dry shrublands,
coastal mesic boulder
beach communities, and
pioneer vegetation serve
as habitats for other rare
native plants and animals
- primarily insects and
birds. Its boundaries protect 1,238 land acres and 807 submerged acres.
Damage by over-trampling of coral reefs and archeological sites, toilet paper and other human waste in sensitive
ecological areas, increasing vandalism and serious injuries
have prompted a 2 year closure for parts of the Reserve.

A 2 year Closure Has Been Implemented

for most of
‘!hihi-K$na‘u Reserve
August 1st, 2008
continuing through

July 31st, 2010.

Access to most of the reserve including unofcial trails to Kalaeloa (“the Aquarium”),
Mokuha (“the Fishbowl”), and Kalua o Lapa
is restricted. Access to northern portions of the
reserve is open during visitor hours (5:30am
- 7:30pm). Open areas include Kanahena Cove
and the coastal area along ‘!hihi Bay including
“Dumps” surf break.
On May 23, 2008, the Board of Land and Natural Resources
unanimously approved a motion to implement greater protection measures for the resources at ‘!hihi-K$na‘u Natural
Area Reserve by restricting access to portions of the Reserve
for 2 years. The 2 year restrictions are a part of a larger
Action Plan intended to immediately address concerns over
increased resource degradation associated with over use in
the NAR. It is illegal to remove, injure, or kill any living
things as well as damage, disturb, or remove any geological
or cultural site. Recent studies have shown that the growing
numbers of visitors to the area have severely impacted both
the natural and cultural resources. To learn more about the
NAR rules, visit: http://hawaii.gov/dlnr/dofaw/nars/rules.

Creation of a Natural Area Reserve
In 1970, the Hawai`i State Legislature expressed the need to
protect and preserve these unique natural assets, both for the
enjoyment of future generations, and to provide base lines
against which changes which are being made in the environments of Hawai`i can be measured.
To accomplish these purposes, the legislature decided that
the present system of preserves, sanctuaries and refuges must
be strengthened, and additional areas of land and shoreline
suitable for preservation should be set aside and administered
solely and specifically for the aforesaid purposes.
Thus, the statewide NAR System was established to preserve
in perpetuity specific land and water areas which support
communities, as relatively unmodified as possible, of the
natural flora and fauna, as well as geological sites, of Hawai`i.

To preserve and protect Hawai‘i’s natural and cultural
resources, visitors must stay within the boundaries of the
accessible areas, which will be marked by signs and maps
throughout the reserve. With your help there is healing.

Access Update

Kanahena / “Dumps”

August 1, 2008 - July 31, 2010
‘!hihi-K$na’u is a small Reserve vulnerable to overvisitation. Currently, roughly 700-1000 people visit this
area each day. Rules and regulations are posted on signs
throughout the Reserve in order to minimize further damage. Infractions may mean a citation and a court date
that may result in fees or jail time. Much of the lands
surrounding the Reserve is private property. Access to
these lands is allowed by permission. Please respect this
property as access may be terminated at any time.

Dave Smith

• Snorkeling, diving and swimming at the Kanahena
Cove area right next to the road is permitted. It is important to be aware that ocean conditions are ever changing
and can be dangerous. Please park in the large unimproved parking area at Kanahena. Some people and maps
call this area “Dumps” because it was once was the site of
the community rubbish dump.

Access through the Reserve on the roadway and to areas
outside and past the Reserve are not effected by this
closure. Please do not disturb rock walls and other rock
formations as they are archeologically signicant. Please
stay on trails and do not wander off established paths.
There is no parking along the road. Be aware that windy,
turbulent conditions prevail.

One may also access the ocean from that same parking lot
by proceeding directly to the ocean along the short, rocky
trail. The land area behind the black cobble beach is
restricted as is all access to the lava eld itself other than
the beach area.

Natural Resources
Geological

‘!hihi-K$na‘u is on
Haleakal#’s SW rift
zone, and is the location of one of the
last eruption of the
Haleakal# volcano.
Geologists estimate the
date of this eruption at
+/- 450 years ago, although some anecdotal
evidence indicates that
part of the ow eld may be younger. This remains to be
denitively decided. The name of the vent from which
the ow emerged is Kalua O Lapa, and it is easily seen
mauka, or uphill, traveling east toward Keone‘%‘io.

Botanical

In the Reserve, staff work
to protect native plants
from feral goats, pigs and
deer, invasive introduced
plants, and human damage. Examples of native plants present in the
Reserve are naio/false
sandalwood, wiliwili, native cotton, and the plant
pictured above, maiapilo.

Wildlife
Kanahena Cove
• There is one hiking trail along ‘!hihi Bay. Access to
closed areas in the Reserve may be granted by permit to
individuals, cultural practitioners, and educational groups
from the Department of Land and Natural Resources,
Natural Area Reserves Commission.
• Hiking access through the La Perouse/Keone‘%‘io area
outside the Reserve, east of the dirt parking lot, is permitted. If you enter this area, please be aware that archeological sites are prevalent. Archeologists estimate that
this part of the coast was inhabited for at least 600 years.
Hiking beyond the parking lot takes you over a mix of
public and private lands. Access through private lands
may be revoked at any time. Please be respectful.

Cultural Resources
Before Western contact, this coastline was densely
populated by Hawaiians. Archeological sites include
house enclosures, religious sites, platforms, shelters,
windbreaks, walls, and
shing shrines. Historic
trails and sites have been
negatively impacted by
humans including individuals taking rocks for
personal use and souvenirs, or using these areas
as toilets.

Depending on the season and the ocean conditions, birders may see frigate birds, golden plovers, black-crowned
night herons, brown noddies, Hawaiian stilt (below),
brown boobies, Hawaiian petrels and the
possibility, though
rare, of the Hawaiian short-eared owl.
Most small birds are
introductions from the
1800-1900’s, such as
sparrow, mynahs, cardinals and small game
birds.
If you are very lucky, at dusk you may see the Hawaiian
hoary bat foraging for insects just above the coastline.

